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Model: RACA15 
 Package Air Conditioners

• Quality and Durability. Our Package Air Conditioners are   

   developed with features that provide unmatched durability for   

   years of worry-free operation. 

•  Efficient Operation. The Micro-channel refrigerant system is 

responsible for superior heat transfer capabilities. 

Mainline® RACA15 Package Air Conditioners are 
designed for long lasting performance so you can make 
the most of your moments at home.

HVACMainline.com



Efficient Operation and greater comfort is what you’ll 

get with the RACA15. Designed with a micro-channel refrigerant 

system that includes all-aluminum evaporator and condenser 

coils. These coils fight corrosion and keep your unit operating 

like a pro. Micro-channel design is also responsible for superior 

heat transfer capabilities and uses up to 58% less refrigerant 

than standard copper tube aluminum fin coil models.

Quality and Durability are built into the RACA15. The 

unique water management design diverts water away from the 

critical components of your unit, preventing leaks and other 

potential problems. The louvered coil protection prevents 

damage to the coil fin, which keeps the coil running longer for a 

better overall performance. And for unmatched durability, our 

direct spark ignition with remote flame sensing provides 

unmatched reliability for years of worry-free operation. 

Quieter operation is attributed to several design features of 

the RACA15. A durable cabinet combined with our scroll 

compressor and an elevated base pan helps reduce noise for 

comfort that’s as quiet as it is durable.
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• Cooling Efficiency:
- 15 SEER

• Available Sizes:
- 2 - 5 Ton

• Limited Warranty:***
- Compressor - 5 Years
- Parts - 1 year

*Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) measures the amount of heat delivered 
to a home compared to the amount of fuel that is supplied to the unit. Higher AFUE 
ratings reflect higher efficiency.

**Testing showed, on average a 20% reduction in sound when compared to 
previous Mainline gas furnace models.

***For complete details of the limited warranties, including applicable terms and 
conditions, contact your local Contractor or go to HVACmainline.com for a copy of 
the product warranty certificate.


